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MOONLIGHT PARADE HERE, APRIL 27TH
Dr. Sikes to
Address S.C.
Science Men

GLAMOUR OF ANCIENT
ATHENS REVIVED AT
LARGE ANNUAL BALL
Gladiators and Maidens Sway
to the Tunes of Bert Lown

HUGE CROWD
Brackett to Open Chemical
Session With Talk on LawAmid an atmosphere of archirence Smith
tectural splendor, the "glory that
was
Greece"
predominated
the
Athenian Ball sponsored FridayCADETS INVITED
night by the 1934 TAPS staff.
From the stately columns of th»
On Saturday, April 21, the South
Carolina Academy of Science will central shrine, Bert Lown dTifted
hold its eleventh annual meeting In the dancers back to antiquity with
joint session with the South Caro- his famous Hotel Biltmore orcheslina Section of the American Chem- tra.
The ball was widely heralded,
ical Society in the lecture room
of the Chemistry Building, here at and visitors from all over the South
joined the cadets in the largest
Clemson.
The morning session will begin dance of the year.
Many wore costumes carrying
at 10 o'clock at which time Dr.
out
the ancient Grecian theme from
Sikes will give the address of welthe
flowing garments of the noble
come, with a response by Prof. C.
A. Haskew, Dean of Lander Col- to the brazen war gear of the
conqueror.
lege.
High lights were presented by
Following this, Dr. Dudley Jone6,
Bert
Lown in Miss Gloria Faye,
the retiring president, will give
(Continued on page seven)
an address, "The Limitations of
Psychology".
Among the other
talks of the morning, Dr. Calhoun,
(Continued on page eight)

ROTARY CLUBS MEET
WITH BLUEKEY FRAT

Woodward to Represent Clemson in Matters of NonMilitary Nature

"By Their Words

Many Courses to be Offered to
Both Teachers and Students

W. H. Washington, Registrar of
Honorary
Regimental Comthe
college, has just announced that
mander to Watch Passing
the Clemson Summer School will
Lines From Hill
open on June 11 and continue
through July 21.
TO BE FULL DRESS
It is also possible that courses
may be organized for the last half
When Old Man Moon casts his of the summer, if there are suflunar rays earthward at 8 o'clock ficient demands.
on the night of April 27th, he will
The purpose of the summer
find stretched beneath him on the school is to offer college courses for
Clemson campus a regiment of ca- teachejrs in Anderson, Oconee, and
dets in full-dress attire swinging Pickens counties and such others
along in the initial moonlight pa- as may be interested.
rade of Clemson and probably the
Provision is being made to orfirst of the nation.
fer college courses for regular stu(Continued on page seven)
dents where there is sufficient demand.
Already courses are planned In
English, Chemistry, Education, Sociology, Physics, Shop Work, and
(Continued on page seven)

Dance Decorator

Annual Sends
"Thanks" Letter

Junior Leaders
Chosen for Camp

Robinson, Chipley Speak; BurAt a meeting of the Junior Class
ton, Shores Demonstrate
in chapel Tuesday morning, leaders
Photo Electric Cell
were selected for the various activities to be held at the summer
200 ATTEND BANQUET
R O T C Camp at Fort McClellan,
Alabama.
Members of the Rotary Clubs and
J. H. Woodward is to be the risRotary Anns from the neighboring ing seniors' student representative
cities of Anderson, Seneca, Wal- in all matters not strictly military.
halla, Westminster, and Greenville S. R. Spann was chosen to be field
met with the local chapter of Blue meet captain, and C. P. Gordon
Key at an enjoyable banquet giv- will head the third year rifle men.
For the position of swimming
en Tuesday night in the college
team captain, A. W. Allison was
mess hall.
After the invocation had been the choice of the class; W. M.
pronounced, Pete Collins, promi(Continued on page two)
nent Rotarian of the Piedmont section, led the assemblage of well
>
>
over 200 in the mass singing ot
"America".
Toastmaster McClure of the WestSome person said that the chief
(Continued on page seven)
causes of divorce were the invention of the tin can, and the invention of the steam engine.
JUNIORS PLAN FOR DANCK
—Brearley.
Plans are under way for the
annual Junior-Senior, which is
scheduled for the night of May
11.
At a recent class meeting the
third year men voted in favor
of securing the Jungaleers, Clemson's own orchestra, for the
yearly affair.
Committees on decorations,
invitations, and executive details are functioning in an excellent manner; indications point
toward an enjoyable affair.

New Colonel
Will Review
Cadet Corps

SUMMER SCHOOL HERE
JUNE 11 TO JULY 21 i
WASHINGTON IS DEAN

Taps Staff Writes Missive of
Appreciation for Aid
Given It

■...

■

I

y
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A master designer in every
sense of the word is Bill Lyles,
senior architect, pictured above.
Lyles has been largely responsible for the great Improvement of dance decorations
shewn during the past year.
He is an executive lieutenant,
a former president of the Minaret Club, and a member ot
Blue Key.

The following is an open letter
written by the TAPS Staff and
the Central Dance Association to
express their appreciation to the
numerous people who aided in
making the recent TAPS Ball the
biggest and most successful dance
of the season thus far:
We wish to take this opportunity
lo acknowledge the services rendered us in the difficult task of producing the TAPS Ball.
This aid
was greatly appreciated.
We extend out most sincere expressions of gratitude to:
The ladies of the campus for
placing at our disposal their houses
in which to place the numerous
guests. They made the dance possible.
The Architectural department for
(Continued on page eight)

Million Dollars a Month Paid to
70,000 Undergrads by F.E.R.A.

Alcohol has always been used in
One out of every 10 students in
beverages.
I know!
—zur Burg. 1,207 colleges and universities lii
this country, or a total of 70,276
Now back in the days when I will be enabled to go to school
through help of the Federal Govwas in France. . .
—Mills. ernment if the authorized studentaid program of the Federal EmerI don't see how any one man gency Relief Administration is carlied out.
could be so dumb. Sit down!
—Goodale.
Preliminary reports reaching the
FERA show that a program ot
You gentlemen that are arguing lasting benefit to worthy young
men and women now is being adprobably missed, the question.
—Hinwood. ministered by the cooperating in-

stitutions at a cost to the Federal
Government of $1,017,621 a month.
Jobs for Students
Under the plan developed by the
FERA, Federal funds are allocated
on the basis of enrollment to each
college desiring to cooperate. This
money is used by the school to
finance projects giving $15-a-month
jobs to worthy students.
In addition to the requirement
that the students aided shall be
selected from among those finantContinued on page two)

Lynn Sprints
Dash Record
Into Oblivion
Tiger Speedster Runs 100 in
9.6 as Bengals Smash
P. C.
LIPSCOMB

STARS

Led by Gordon Lynn and Jimmlo
Lipscomb, each of whom copped two
firsts, Tigertown'e Purple and Gold
tracksters sprinted, hurdled, jumped
and vaulted their way to ten first
places and victory over P. C. in a
thrilling track meet on Riggs Field
Saturday.
With- a slight wind at his back,
Lynn stepped the century in 9.6
seconds and traversed the furlong
in 21.2.
In the mile run, a trio of Clemsonites took all three places; Watson, Yarborough and Scott finished
in the order named.
Lipscomb soared 11 feet, 8 inches
for a first in the pole vault, tied
McMahon for first in the high jump,
jarid took second in the broad jump.
iMlcConnell, Clemson weight man,
(Continued on page eight)

TIGER RACOUETMEN
DEFEATJLUE HOSE
Tennis Team Wins Sixth Match
to Keep Perfect Record
HORTON SEEDED NO. 1
With a clean sweep of the garnet
in the match with P. C.'s netmen
Monday afternoon in Clinton, the
Tiger racqueteers chalked up their
sixth straight victory of the season.
Horton defeated Gregg 6-1, 3-0,
6-1; Woodward won his from McCutchen 6-0, 4-6, 9-7; Spann tooK
two straight sets from Copeland 6-2,
6-1; Latimer won from Levi 3-6,
6-0, 9-7; and Elliot beat Normant
6-0, 6-3.
In the doubles match, Elliot and
Spann were victorious over Cope(Continued on page seven)

HALLETT FOR FINALS
The C. D. A. announced last
night that Mai Hallett and his
Orchestra will play for the four
final dances this year.
Hallett played for Washington
and Lee recently; he also offered the melody for the Little
Commencement dances at the
University of Georgia not long
ago.
He has a Casa Lonia combination, using five brasses; Hallett also has two girl singers,
Ann Graham and Teddy Grace.
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Shoot The Show MELODIOUS PROGRAM
BY H. S. ASHMORE
PRESENTED RY GLEE
APOLOGY NO. 2
GLUO 0F_ COLUMBIA
There having been a great furore
over the weekend, I find myself
without any definite knowledge as Twenty-three Female Vocalists
Offer Entertainment in
to next week's schedule.
I know
what pictures are coming but 1
College Chapel
have lost the schedule and I don't
know when or why. Anyway here
Sponsored by the Woman's Misare the reviews and you can figure sionary Society and the Epworth
out the days.
League, the Colunrbia College Glee
Club, composed of 23 young ladSHE MADE HER BED
ies, presented a delightful program
Contrary to what you may think in the college chapel last Thursday
this story does not concern a cham- night.
The program consisted of
ber-maid. Indeed no. It's all about both classical and popular music.
how Sally E'ilers remains faithful
This is the first girls' glee club
to one man and loves another all ever to be presented at Clemson.
the time. It also has a few other After the program the feminine
bad points.
Robert Armstrong singers attended an informal relooks mean and beats Sally with a ception at the YMjCA.
horse whip, if that's any consolation.
Also Richard Arlen, Grace
Bradley, and Roscoe A-A-Ates.
CONGRATULATIONS
LADY FOR A DAY
The Corps of Cadets and the
This is rather an old picture but members of the Faculty take this
a good one.
May Robson is the opportunity to congratulate Coach
lady for a day. She is ©pendid as and Mrs. Joe Davis on the recent
the woman lifted from the gutter birth of a baby girl.
by a group of gamblers and touts
in order to put on a front for her
daughter, who really thinks that rett, and Irene Hervey.
May is a lady of wealth and position. A great cast: Warren Wil- CARLDE CHAN'S
liams, Glenda Farrell, Guy Kibbee, GREATEST CASE
If you like these Charlie Chan
Ned Sparks, Jean Parker, Walter
things don't miss this one. It has
Connolly, and Barry Norton.
the most ingenious plot and the
best cast of any yet produced.
THREE ON A HONEYMOON
This is a fairly entertaining com- Warner Oland is Charlie of course
edy, if Zazu Pitts doesn't drive you and Heather Angel plays the femiThere are also numinsane.
Johnny Mack Brown and nine lead.
Sally Eilers get all married up and erous featured players around.
take off for Havana with Zazu, as
a love sick old maid, trailing along. PADDY, THE NEXT
Supposed to be gay and giddy. Al- BEST THING
Janet Gaynor. Need I say more?
so Henrietta Crosman, Charles Star-

JUNIOR LEADERS

(Continued from page one)

(Continued from page one)

cially unable to stay in school if
it were not for the $15-a-month
jobs, most of the institutions are
asking those who are helped to
maintain high scholatsic ratings.
Presidents of the institutions concerned are directing the studentaid program.

Platt was selected to lead Tiger
boxers, and R. A. Cole will head
the Bengal diamondeers.

G. Chaplin, K. W. Ackis, O. G.
Rawls, C. H. Hollis, J. Metz, and
B. G. Price will handle any newspaper or reportorial work for Clem,
son while at the summer encamp—Courtesy, U. S. News. ment.

WS^BBBI^SBB^SBBEBBBBISBSBISBB^aaBli
Cleaning and
Pressing

Alterations and
Repairs

SCHAEFER TAILORED CLOTHES

BUCKLEYS DRY GLEANERS
Coach Joe Davis, above, is
spending these spring nights in
teaching his basketeers a few
more points about the court
sport.
This is Mentor Davis' third
spring baskeball session, and
so far the prctice has been
quite successful.

The movie is the most powerful
weapon for good, or evil in the
country, according to Rev. Frederic
Siedenburg, executive dean of the
University of Detroit.

CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Office of the P,. M. S. & T.
MEMORANDUM:

WORK OF F. E, R, A,

Coach Joe

lasfflHHHaaaaaaaiagii^

NEW BATHING TRUNKS
NEW SPORT SWEATERS
Just arrived Prices very reasonable. See them today.
Pastel Colored Hose by Coopers
\
Anklets by Monito.
White Duck Pants 95c
AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
HEADQUARTERS FOR WHITE SHOES

IgHilffllllEGSIira

. 50&LOW

Inspection.

The following schedule is announced for April 25th and
26th, subject to the approval of the Corps Area Inspector:
Wednesday, April 25, 1934
6:45 A. M.—Practical—Physical drill, small parade.
8:00 A. M.—Theory—Field Fortification (1st year advanced)
Theory—Scouting and patrolling (2nd year basic)
9:00 A. M.—Theory—Combat training. Combat principles, rifle platoon, machine gun platoon and Howitzer Co.
Squad in attack, defense and security (1st year
Adv.)
Theory—Tanks and mechanization (2nd year Adv.)
Theory—Military history and policy (2nd year Adv.)
10:00 A.M.—Theory—Combat Training.
Marches, security,
development for combat. Defensive combat and organization of the ground. (1st year advanced)
Theory—Estimate of the situation, combat orders.
(1st year advanced)
Practical—Leadership. (1st year basic)
Practical—Characterization of infantry weapons.
2nd year basic)
Theory—Military law. (2nd year advanced)
Theory—O. R. C. regulations. (2nd year advanced)
11:00 A.M.—Theory—Citizenship, national defense Act, etc.
1st year basic)
Theory—Combat training. Combat principles of the
rifle and machine gun company in attack. Defense
and security. (2nd year advanced)
Practical—Machine guns. (1st year advanced)
—Practical rifle. (2nd year basic)
12:00 noon—Parade
1:00 P. M.—Lunch
2:00 P. M.—Review and field inspection
3:00-5:00 PL M.—Practical—Djrill and command

These humble quatrains are composed
To tell a sprightly tale
Of how a witty junior nosed
A senior with a frail.

Now Bert had honors, letters; he
Was quite the well-known lad.
While two-bucks-ten and faith-in-me
Were all that Tommy had.

The tale, ye hearties, goes like this:

When blond Miss Lutz declined to go

It seems two lads were nuts

With Bert, he wondered why.

About a certain little miss
Whose name, we'll say, was Lutz.
The junior's Christian name was Tom;
The senior's name was Bert.
They both considered for the prom
The same blond, blue-eyed skirt.

That Tommy should get all the show
Was quite a blackened eye.
He learned the night the prom was thrown
Why he had lost the date.
For Tom had made the timely loan
Of someone's Ford V-8 !

Thursday, April 26, 1934

8:00 A. M.—Practical—Aerial photographs. (1st year Adv.)
Theory—Musketry. (2nd year basic)
9:00 A. M.—Practical—Map reading. (1st year basic)
Theory—Military history. (2nd year basic)
Theory—Combat intelligence. (2nd year advanced)
year advanced)
Theory—Combat intelligene. (2nd year advanvced)
10:00 A.M.—Practical—Leadership drill, Sophomore platoon.
(2nd year basic)
.
11-00 A M—Practical—Sanitation and 1st aid (1st year basic)
Theory—Leadership (Drill). (2nd year advanced)
Theory Anti-aircraft defense. (2nd year advanced)
12-00 noon Practical—Leadership-war strength company in
attack (problem).
of the P. M. S. & T. J0g R HINW0OD>
Rv
order oi
By oraei
Captain, Infantry,
Adjutant.
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Over 400 Students Participate In YMCA Baseball
CLEMSON RIFLE TEAM MANY MOURN PASSING
DEFEATS CITADEL, P.C. OF DR. GHAS, FURMAN;
IN FIVEJAN AFFAIR WAS REMARKABLE MAN
Blue Hose Win Over Locals,
However, in Ten Man
Encounter
22 CALIBER

USED

A
shoulder-to-shoulder
rifle
match was held on the .22 caliber
Clemson outdoor range last Thursday between teams of The Citadel,
Presbyterian College, and Clemson.
Weather conditions were far from
ideal; the cold wind especially in
the
off-hand
position,
seriously
handicapped the competitors and
resulted in low scores.
In the five man team match between the three schools, the Tiger
riflleleers carried off top honors
with a 797 score. P. C. was second with 788, and Citadel scored
730 points for third.
Citadel did not enter a 10-man
team and this match was fought
out between P. C. and Clemson.
The Blue Hose took this by a 13
point margin, defeating the local
team 1571 to 1558.
Stone of Clemson and Upshur of
P. C. tied for high score in the
meet, each having a total of 175
out of a possible 200 points.

Speedster

Versatile

Jimmie Land Elected General Tigers Busy With Playground
Ball on Riggs
and
Manager; is in Charge
Bowman Fields
of Program

Former Head of Clemson English Department is Dead,
at 94

OTHERS

HAD KEEN MIND
Thousands
of
Clemson
men
throughout the United States are
grieved at the passing of Dr. Chas.
Manning Furman at the age of 94,
after a brief illness.
"Daddy" Furman, as he was affectionately known, was the head
of the English Department at Clemson from the founding of the college until 1912, when he was made
"Professor Emeritus of English".
He was a graduate of Furman
University, of which his grandfather was the founder and his father
the first president. He was a captain in the Confederate Army, professor of mathematics in Bethel
College, Kentucky, a lawyer, and
assistant district attorney under Leroy F. Youmans.
Professor Furman had a remarkably keen mind and retentive
memory. He seemed never to forget anything that he read, and he
read widely, not only in English
literature, but in any branches of
learning; and though his mind was
steeped in literature, ancient and
modern, he always took keen interest in current affairs. He was
of a retiring nature, but he lived
&n abundantly rich and placid life.
Don't put anything on your face
that you wouldn't put in your
stomach.— Dr. Marie de Goliere
Davenport, 109-year-old doctor.

Versatility is the word that
describes
Henry
Woodward,
above. With football and basketball
on the shelf until
next fall the Blonde Blizzard is
wielding a wicked racquet on
Tigertown's tennis courts.
Woodward is No. 3 player
on Clemson's tennis team,
which has taken six straight
encounters.
'RAT" SYSTEM KILLED

Abolition of the "rat" system
at Virginias Military Institute
was
announced
recently
by
Major-General John A. LeJeune,
superintendent, who said the
action was taken voluntarily by
the cadet corps.
The "rat" system, designed
to make the freshmen walk the
straight and narrow path, although never officially recognized has been a part of the
cadet life at V. M. I. for almost the age of the 95-year-olo
institution.
(Courtesy, Greenville News)

Former Bengal Athlete Defeats
Grim Reaper in Air Encounter
A terrific fall on sharp cinders is a mere nothing to Earl
Robinson, above.
After receiving a number of
body cuts from a tumble early
in the 440 yard dash in the
track meet with P. C. last Saturday, Robbie came back to
burn up the cinders when he
sped around the oval with the
baton in the mile relay event.

J. W.JONES SELECTED
AS REPRESENTATIVE
FOR SCHOOL CONTEST
Ag. Freshman to Uphold College Honor in Scholarship
Try-Quts
With consideration as to scholarship, leadership, and ability, J.
W. Jones has been selected from
the Agricultural freshman class to
represent Clemson in a contest to
decide a scholarship to the American Leadership Training School,
which is to be held, at Lake Michigan this summer.
Candidates from 29 other Ag.
schools of the country will compete,
and the winning candidate will receive this course at the Training
School with expenses paid.

How Lieutenant W. A. Coin,
Jr., former Tiger athlete from
Chester, S. C, escaped death
in the clouds while flying a
government mail plan is told
in the following story carried
by a recent copy of the Ottumwa (Iowa) Daily Courier:
"Lieutenant Coin is back in
Chicago and alive today, because through a combination of
luck and flying sense, he won
a life and death battle with an
Iowa fog that sought to make
htm the 11th victim of the
army's first 10 days of flying
the mail.
"The flyer was uninjured,
and the plane was not damaged
wtei the pilot made a hazardous emergency landing in Central addition, near the Des
Moines river. The ship loaded
with United States mail had
run out of gasoline.
"'Coin was flying the ChicagoCheyenne (Wyo.) air route, a
distance of nearly 1,000 miles
and was headed for Des Moines
when fog enveloped the ship
near Grinnell. He lost his direction, and after going up
11,000 feet and flying blindly
for more than an hour, found
himself over Ottumwa with
only enough gasoline for three
minute sin the air.
"He dropped two landing
flares, one of which located the
community garden acreage in

JUNIOR AGRICULTURE ALMOST HALF CADET
STUDENTS PLAN FAIR CORPS ENGAGED IN
NATIONAL PASTIME
FOR COMING SESSION

Central addition. The second
furnished him, light to land
the ship on the snow covered
plowed ground.
"While throngs looked on
Coin made a successful take-off
from a river levee road shortly
after noon Sunday, and two
hours later was swinging his
way back to Chicago. The takeoff was made possible after the
plane had been pulled by city
tractors from the muddy field
to the garden's roadway, but
not until a grader had bladed
the road and three trees had
been removed.
Wheel covers
on the ship were also taken
off to decrease weight and to
keep mud from binding the
wheels.
"The take-off was hazardous
As the fast ship sped along the
improvised runway, the crowd
gasped and expected a crash
when one wheel skidded off
the edge of the road. 'I felt
the wheel go over, so I pulled
back on the stick and give her
the gun,' the lieutenant said
later after he had landed at
the Ottumwa-Legion airport."
On down in the article the
foUowing was found: "I al, ways thought I would bail out
in a parachute if I ever got
into such trouble,' 'he said,
"but I changed my mind when
it came time to do it."
The paper also carried three
large pictures of Lieut. Coin.

HONORED

At a meeting of the Agricultural
junior class Monday, it was definitely decided that the Agricultural
School would have a Fair next
year.
J. E. Land was elected General
Mjanager.
C. E. Cummings is to
be Chairman of the Exhibits and
Decorations Committee.
Chairmen of various other committees are to be: Finance, P. M.
Anderson; Publicity, D. T. Pope;
J Dance, W. M. Thackston; Entertainments, J. L. Cochran; Concessions, J. T. Rivers.
Other plans as to dates and
general nature of the Fair will be
worked out later.

DR. G. H. COLLINGS
WRITES BOOK ON THE
USE OFFERTIUZERS
Clemson Professor Publishes
356-Page Volume for

Textbook

HAS PH.D. DEGREE
Blackston's Son & Company, of
Philadelphia, recently published a
Textbook,
"Comercial Fertilizers,
Their Source and Use", written by
Doctor Gilbeart H. Collings, Associate Professor of Agronomy here
at Clemson.
This book has been written to
supply a definite need for a textbook on commercial fertilizers in
the agricultural colleges. It is based upon the author's many yearsexperience as an experiment station agronomist, and teacher or
soil, fertilizer, and crop courses.
Doctor Collings has a B.S. from
V. P. I., an M. S. degree from the
University of Illinois, and a Ph.D.
from Rutgers.

NEELY DIAMONDEERS
DROP MEDIOCRE TILT
TO SOUJHJAROLINA

BY FREDDffi KIRCHNER
YMCA Physical Director
With over four hundred cadets
playing, intramural playground ball
is going over in a big way.
E
and K Companies are leading the
league at present with perfect records; E Company has four victories and K Company has racked
up three wins.
Three hundred and fifteen games
are scheduled to be played before
the completion of the season, and
with the entry of fourteen teams
and the running off of seven encounters daily this schedule will
go to completion.
SCORE SHEETS ABE KEPT
A score sheet of every game
played is kept on file in order that
a record of the standing of the
teams may be checked at any time.
A percentage of the games won
and lost by each team is posted,
in the lobby of the YMCA every
day. Team managers are urged to
check on this list in order to see
that the percentages are correct.
At the close of the regular schedule the four teams with the highest percentages will be placed in a
championship series to determine
the winning team.
MANAGERS, OFFICERS MEET
The Team Managers and Athletic
Officers at a recent meeting decided to use only the 10.5 inch outseam playground baseball and to
play all official games on the 60
foot baseline diamond.
Playground equipment can, be
drawn from the Y.
Standing of
the teams up to April 17 are as
follows:Team
E
K
B
C
Band
H
A
L
F
M
D
G

Percentage
1000
1000

800
800
750
600
500
400
400
250
250
200)
200)
000,i

Hdqt.

I

Baton Lugger

Columbians Sock Horsehide in
Fourth Frame for Four
Runs and Victory
■*

TIGERS

"DEAD'

Clemson's diamond men dropped
a rather listless affair to Carolina's
Gamecocks on the local field last
Thursday by the one-sided score of
8 to 1.
For the first few innings the affair was rather close, but in the
fourth frame the Columbia nine
shoved across four runs; Heap was
removed from the mound and Croxton finished the game for the Tigers, but the locals failed to display the necessary punch and Laval's proteges had little trouble
in limiting Clemson's scoring to a
ione tally late In the contest.

i_

mm

"Bobbie"
Roberts,
above,
was one of the quartet instrumental in hauding P. C's relay outfit its first defeat in six
years.
Roberts runs the 880, but
proved that he is no slouch on
the quartet mile by his Saturday performance.
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MiIgKgQ)|'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
THE FOX AND THE GRAPES
Once upon a time there was a
foxy young captain named LeverEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- ette.
While "balling" along with
lege, South Carolina.
a few of the "big doge" he decided
that a Scabbard and Blade bid was
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
ripening on the vine for him.
Member Intercollegiate Press
"Just one thing to quench my
thirst,'' quoth he.
Drawing back a few paces he
EXECUTIVE
took
a running snatch for the bid,
Editor-in-Chief
George Chaplin
but
he
just missed it. "This will
Associate
Editor
Kenneth W. Ackis -•
never do."
exclaimed
our
fair
Associate Editor
Oscar G. Rawls
... Business Manager
George C. Warren .
young captain
(who looks so
Circulation Manager
Kenneth W. McGee
ewanky in boots).
Turning around again with a
REPORTORIAIi
cne-two-three-four,
he
snatched
S. D. Smart, Athletic Editor; T. S. Strange, T. M. C. A. Editor; J. Metz, Exchange
again, but with no greater success.
Editor; C. H. Hollls, News Editor; J. C. Burton, B. G. Price,
and C. E. Farmer, Asst. News Editors.
Again and, again he tried to add
this key to his watch chain colH. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Cain, D. ,D. Page, E. E. Holt, W. M. Rogers, K. C. Commander
lection but finally had to give It
W. K. Lewis, J. M. Bennett, J. D. Klnard, S. V. Perez, and P. 0. Griggs, Reporters.
up, and limped away with his nose
BUSINESS
in the air saying, "Oh well, I'm
W A. Rhlnehardt, Assistant Business Manager
a big enough dog without Scabbard
CIRCULATION
and Blade."
c. c. Gibson, Asst. Circulation Manager; W. B. Hlott, P. Q. Langston, and J. I. Davis,
MORAL: It is easy to despise
Associates; W. B. Cloaninger, B. D. Cain, and J. P. Norris, Assistants.
what you cannot get.
W. 0. Burkett, J. C Clyb urn
Pounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
aollege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

ROARING FOR:
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alumni, Faculty and Students
Adequate Buildings and Necessary Equipment for Clemson College

EDITORIAL
"THERE IS NO MONOTONY EXCEPT IN THE
MINDS OF MEN".

In certain American universities there have been made in
recent years sweeping changes in methods of teaching and of
stimulating student interests in college work. Outstanding in
this connection is the University of Chicago, largely because of
its young president, Robert M. Hutchins. On being chosen for
the presidency of this great institution while still in his thirties,
Mr. Hutchins immediately went about setting up a changed
system of higher education. He left the first two years of college for general foundation work and so-called "cultural" duties, claiming that two years; is entirely sufficient for this purpose, although, heretofore, four years have usually been devoted
to it. He then changed the entire method of teaching, abolishing the grading system and required class attendance. He attempted to build student initiative to study and research; his
ideal, as he says, was to "inflame minds," not in the sense of
arousing mass emotional responses, but in that of opening to
the student mind a vision of man's potentialities, of his possibilities for future progress. He wished to tear loose the college
man's brain from its moorings of complacent contentment with
things 'as the immediate past and the present have shown them
to us—to open to the student the long story of life, with civilized man merely a flaming-up, an incident, here in the forefront of it;—to show him that there is no monotony except in
the minds of men.
The idea is fast coming to the fore that modern times and
the changes occurring and impending in it demand a revamping
of higher educational methods. This reconstruction is deemed
necessary in order to build in college men and women the
ability to think through the increasingly complex problems of
civilized existence, so as to maintain and accelerate man's
progress and to reach out to new heights and new achievements
for humanity.
The remarkable thing about Mr. Hutchins and his University
is that they seem to be succeeding. Student interest in college work, say closer observers, has increased astoundingly;
class attendance, instead of dropping off as might have been
expected, has actually become more regular. One significant
feature of the plan is the raising of standards; there is to be
nothing of the diploma-mill in this enterprise. Mr. Hutchins
says that he and the faculty have been' trying simply to make
of the institution a real university in the true sense of the word;
a place for genuine scholarship and research.
Nfo one can gainsay the fact that our educational methods
are at best immature. Many prominent educators in America
and other countries hold virtually the same ideas as those
which this young president has put into practice. And it may
be but a matter of a little time until these "radical" changes
may be effected in all institutions of higher education.—The
Crimson-White.

THE ASS AND THE LION'S SKIN
An ase once found a lion's skin
which hunters had left out in the
sun to dry. He put it on and went
toward his native village. All fled
at his approach, both men and
animals, and he was a proud ass
that day. In his delight he lifted
up his voice and brayed loud and
strong, but then everyone knew
him and his owner came up and
gave him a sound cudgling for
the fright he had caused.
MORAL: Fine clothes may disguise, but sUly words will disclose
a fool.
NOTE: Gloria Faye thought Alex
Dickson just too ducky for words
until she had the intermission date
with him.
THE MODERN WORLD
Science finds out ingenious
ways to kill
Strong men and keep alive the
weak and ill
That these a sickly progeny
may breed,
Too poor to tax, too numerous
to feed.
—Prize poem in the London
Spectator.

MOTHERS-IN-LAW AND
EGO CAUSE DIVORCE

AMAZEMENT
(Many an interesting story is
floating about the school concerning
the recent dance, but, alas, most
of them are unprintable.
The
choicest of the printable epics to
reach these old ears concerns young
Schnozz Fraser.
Young Schnoza
took a bit of a tour to barracks
just a few minutes before intermission in order to attend to his fortification. Feeling no pain, he was
wending his way through the woods
on his way back to the dance. As
he was passing through that large
thicket alongside the laundry he
saw a slight movement three points
off to the larboard.
"What ho", quoth Schnozz in his
best party manner.
"What ho" came back a soft
feminine answer.
He made his way forward and
what hsould he see but a beautiful
young lady, absolutely alone, sitting upon a rock contemplating the
rear of baracks with a musing eye.
He was amazed, bowled over, and
completely dumbfounded. He spoke
again, with a quaver in his voice.
He even passed his hands in front
of his eyes several times. "I say,
are you really there?
I mean,
after all, people don't find young
ladies sitting upon rocks by the
laundry at midnight. It just does
not happen."
"Of course, I'm not really here,"
replied the lady, "I'm an hallucination. As a matter of fact, I'm
a wood nymph."
This was too much for Schnozz.
For one thing he didn't know what
an hallucination was, and for another, he thought he was going
blind. He wept bitter tears. He
always knew something like this
was bound to happen if he kept
on touring to Sandy Springs. Anyway they sat there for the better
part of an hour, talking of this and
that, at least she was talking and
Schnozz was thinking, it can't tie,
my eyesight is gone. Eventually he
delivered her to the dance. And
all intermission her date, a certain
prominent graduate dairyman (all
that I am I owe to udders) combed
the underbrush and dragged the
Seneca river for her body.
C. O. D.
Just to put an end to all these
rumors that Brenau girls never
tell the truth when a lie will do
just as well, let us state the case
of Mr. Harry Shore.
As is well
known to one and all, M'r. Shore
has been doing considerable dashing about with a memher, or do

mi
we mean several members, of the
Bradley herd. One night while dating one of the ladies he brought
up, among other things, the deplorable fact that there was a lack
of curtains in his room. He stated
at the time (this statement was
lated proved to be false, which
leads one to think that Mr. Shore
was either jesting of lying.
You
may take your choice) that he was
very greatly annoyed by the large
number of people who gathered outside his window each night to
watch him undress. The lady was
very sympathetic, the maternal instinct surging to the top. Ah, she
said, I will send you some curtains
to conceal your manly beauty from
the multitude.
Hah, laughed Mr.
Shore, tis but an idle joke. The
incident passed and was forgotten.
But a week or so ago Mr. Shore,
received a neat package containing
a set of curtains and a card saying, "This does prove that wc Brenau girls keep our word, doesn't
it?" We wish to be the first to
state, that it certainly does and
that any contributions may be sent
to the Talk of The Town, care THE
TIGER, and that we think that
Winthrop, Converse, Anderson, G.
W. C, and Calhoun High School
girls keep their word too, and that
we could also do with a few suits
of underwear.
DANCE
McCrea, Dizzy Day and their cohorts arriving in a two horse wagon, Dizzy looking very much like
Ben Hur—that little girl from Columbia still showing dark circles
about here eyes from staying awake
nights thinking about that Furman
S. A. E.—the little girl who wondered how in the world they ever
got all the marhle columns through
the front door; take a bow, Mr.
Way—those people who shag In
front of the orchestra shine on—a lad berating the fact that nobody
came to the ball as Venus—not
enough stags and the guys with the
one and only from Potss Corners
rapidly becoming gray-haired—but
think of it, not enough stags at a
Olemson dance— Bert Lown and
Gloria Faye signing autographs and
thinking, oh hell why don't these
children go to bed — everybody
laughing at the rumor that a moonlight parade would he held for the
honorary colonel, and then finding
out that there really is to be one—
Harry Jones and his camera hanging from the rafters taking pictures and the lovely photo he got
of the collapsing drunk—oh nuts.

Twenty-Seven Other Items Favor Marital Discord Say
Irish
GRADS

MAKE

LIST

Notre Dame, Ind.—The alumni of
Notre Dame listed the following as
causes of marital discord and divorce: Impatience, jealousy, temper, difference of opinion, clash of
temperament, selfishness, religion,
mixed marriage (Catholic and nonCatholic), social activity, bridge,
drinking, in-laws,
relatives, wife'
or husband's lack of thrift, difference in interests, misunderstandings, airplanes, mother-in-law living
In home, depression, tardiness at
meals, illness, outside activities,
laziness,
mystery
stories,
ego,
foor, stubbornees, the relative merit
of St. Mary's, Notre Dame and the
Georgetown University, and what
happened to the button on husband's shirt.

THE CITADEL
Private
He shined his shoes, his cartridge
belt,
And donned his newest tie.
He combed his hair, and brushed
his teeth,
And changed his shirt, this guy.

MEXICO
Such things as pop quizzes and
note taking are unknown to the
students of the University of Mexico. The only time they are required to meet classes is for the
final examination.

Before the examinations the students buy the books, written by
He stood before the mirror, then—.. the professors, and study them.
Quietly opened the latch.
This method enables the students
He went down to the captain's to work while they obtain their
room,
education.
—The Hornet.
And shyly bummed a match.

\ STEVENS TECH
An anti-pun society has been
The names of more than 700 organized by students at the StevAmericans of all sorts of occupa- ; ens Institute of Technology to deal
tions have been added to the Dic- with the advocates of the "lowest
tionary of American Biography.
'. form of humor".

MINNESOTA
A student at Minnesota University made a B average for the first
two quarters, in spite of the fact
that he flunked one course, thp;
name of which was "How to Study".
—Mercer Cluster.
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J. G. LITTLEJOHN IS
CLEMSON DEPUTATION RURAL RECREATIONAL
T CABINET SPEAKER TEAM GIVES PROGRAM STUDY SPONSORED BY
Holtzendorff Also Speaks to
AT FURMANI SERVICES EXTENSION SERVICE
Group of YMCA Student

TWO CLEMSON JUNIORS
ATTEND INTER-RACIAL
CONFERENCE, ATLANTA

McConnell, Malone Speak Be- W. P. Jackson Instructs Fifty
in Leadership in Recreafore YMCA Group at
tion Field
t
Mr. J. C. Litllejohn,
business
Greenville Meeting
manager of Clemson College, was
CADETS
ATTEND
the featured speaker at a recent
On Thursday night, April 12,
meeting of the YMCA Cabinet. Mr
This past week a rural recreaHoltzendorff, general secretary of the Clemson Y Deputation Team
the YMCA, also made a very In- gave an inspirational program at tional institute was conducted by
Furman University. This program W. P. Jackson, Field Secretary of
teresting talk.
was given to a YMCA group at the National Recreational Associa;
Both speakers stressed the imtheir regular meeting, including tion, in the Parish house.
portance of beginning life's work
several visitors.
This was given under the auswith the will and determination to
reach the highest and loftiest goals.
Talks were given by W. B. Mc- pices of the Extension Department
f Wallace Fridy led a very inspira- Connell and H. B. Malone.
The and in cooperation with 4-H club
tional devotional.
Y quartet also rendered several leaders, Dan Lewis and Theo
appropriate selections throughout Vaughan.
About 50 persons attended the
Patronize Our Advertisers
the program.
course. Those attending comprised
rural leaders from various communities in Anderson, Greenville,
Oconee, and Pickens counties along
with some cadets.
The purpose of this school was
COMPLIMENTS
OF
to give training in recreational
leadership which is decidedly lacking in rural communities of the
state.
1
According to Dr. W. W. Long,
director of the Extension Service,
a similar institute is to be given
at- Camp Long, the permanent 4-H
camp near Aiken April 18 to 21
:♦*♦♦♦
inclusive.
Dr. Sikes is to give an address
on the position of Clemson College
in developing rural leadership. Dr.
Long will speak on the future ot
rural life in South Carolina. Other
Clemson men on the staff are: Dan
Lewis, Theo Vaughan, and B. O.
Williams.

McConnell and McGee Spend
Three Days at NegroWhite Gathering

Leaders

f
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Clemson College Laundry

SOILS

When one hour's Math.
seems like three...
CHECK UP ON

VITALITY
WHEN you miss the gist of lectures, and
can't seem to concentrate; when even campus life seems blue—look to your health!
Your sluggishness may be due to common constipation—a condition which
frequently causes loss of appetite and
energy, headaches, sleeplessness. This
ailment can usually be corrected by a
delicious ready-to-eat cereal.
Tests show Kellogg's ALL-BRAN provides
"bulk," vitamin B and iron. Two tablespoonfuls daily will help promote regular
habits. Ask that ALL-BRAN be served at
your fraternity house, eating club or
campus restaurant.

T
T
T
T
T
T

REV, JOHN LEWIS IS
VESPERS SPEAKER;
MUSIC IS OFFERED

SENT BY Y. M. C. A.

that Doctor Zilch Manning find3
it very difficult to decide whether
the class topic should be "wool and
silk" or "silk and wool".
that Slats Hearon packed a snappy salute when the "lung-busters"
played the Star Spangled Banner
for retreat Friday.
»—<—■»•

that Frank Barron's Suzan slipped up and disclosed the fact that
her pet name for him is 'loveydovey", and that Oscar thinks that
is just too ducky-wucky.
that Little Zilch Huckabee is
fast developing into a veritable collegiate fashion setter.
-that Count Moise journeyed to
Spartariburg last weekend to meet
"her" family.
Maybe it's love,
but Oscar thinks it's the new Chevrolet.
that Spring Inspection, when the
army begins to honey-funk the cadet corps, is just around the corner.
__that J. U. Bell, Count Moise, F.
Schirmer, Jesse James, and Bob
Jenkins will probably invade Converse this weekend without the aid
of Chester Cobb since that beautiful Cobb-Vandiver romance has terminated.
that the grand march leaders
didn't know whether they were
coming or going at the TAPS Ball.

W. B. McConnell, preisdent of
the YMCA for the session of 1935,
and K. W. McGee, president of the
Junior Council, were present at
the YMCA and YWCA Inter-racial
Conference in Atlanta, Georgia April 13, 14, and 15. This conference was sponsored by the Atlanta
Intercollegiate Council.
Fifteen Southern colleges were
represented by 60 delegates.
Of
the colleges represented eight were
white and seven were negro institutions.
During the entire conference ot
three days, all thoughts were directed toward the status of the
negroes and whites in the country.
The attitude of the negro students
toward the white students and of
the whites toward the negroes were
discussed.
The speakers at the conference
included Dr. Charles Johnson ot
Fisk University of Nashville, Tenn.,
Dr. Roper, Psychologist and Economist of Atlanta, Ga., and Mr. Claud
Nelson, Field Secretary of the YM
CA of the Southern Region.
Speaking of the conference as
a whole, many enlightened thoughts
and attitudes were developed between representatives of the two
races.
The local YMCA is indeed fortunate in having sent delegates to
this conference.

TIGER BROTHERHOOD
PLEDGES ARE GIVEN
FORMAL
INITIATION
*—

Old Tiger Grad Says "Liberty
that Bert Lown is not nine to
Doesn't Mean License"
one better than the Jungaleers, Ten Cubs Undergo Third Denor even two to one, monetarily
gree of Bengal Honor
VIOLINIST HEARD
speaking.
Organization
An excellent talk was given at
Vespers Sunday evening by Rev.
John Lewis of the class of '08, who
now lives in Whitmire.
His text was taken from the first
chapter of Daniel, relating to
"children in whom there was no
blemish".
Mr. Lewis followed this thought
with forceful comments and illustrations.
He stated that "liberty
doesn't mean license", and just
because we grow up and are forced
on our own we shouldn't take advantage of our freedom, but should
try to sift the bad and be true
to our best religion.
During the program two special
violin selections were given by Mrs.
Peele, accompanied by Miss Margurite Crawford.
At the close M*.
Holtzendorff announced the coming
of the Georgia Tech singers here
next Saturday.

COLLEGIATE PRESS
MARYVILLE
And here is one that might be
termed another "Strange as it may
seem";
The wrestling coach at
Maryville College is named Bob
Thrower. That's quite an appropriate name for a wrestling coach.

that Oscar would like to meet
the
"browned-eyed
baby"
who
roamed the campus with Did Lowry
last weekend.
that Archie Watson was all griped because "the one-and-only" left
him in the lurch Saturday morning.
that Lucius Harvin tried out a
brand new heart-throb last wekena
and found her very satisfactory
indeed.
-that he would like to know just
why Bill Harra and. P. Sloan of
Pendleton didn't come back after
intermission Friday night.
.that if those four Romeos, All,
Schachte, Blitch, and Yarborough
should fail to have their Juliets
over for even one single dance, it
would be just too bad.
.that he wonders when Al Thomas' Clemigine is going to favor this
institution with her presence again.
.that the TAPS Staff boasts that
this year's dance was attended by
he most beautiful girls ever assembled on any dance floor in South
Carolina.

NEXT MEETING, 23RD
The Tiger Brotherhood, local
honorary fraternity, held a formal
meeting Monday night, for the purpose of conferring the third and
final degree of initiation upon the
10 pledges.
Thi6 was carried out according
to schedule; concluding this a
short business session was
held.
Plans for improvement and matters
of importance were discussed and
the meeting was adjourned.
The next meeting will be a
social one with speaker and refreshments; this is to be held Monday night, April 23.

ALUMNINEWS
F. B. Farr of the class of 'SO
Arts and Science, is making a success of teaching English and Public
Speaking in Schreiner Institute, a
junior college in Kerrville, Texas.
His boy orator, girl speaker, and
girls' debating team won three first
places in a district contest with
five junior colleges.
Farr is the only man who ever
won the South Carolina Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest twice.

__that although Marchant Cottingham has attended most of the dancthat when better gas-tanks are
es hern he escorted his date the
WESTERN RESERVE
Two brothers, aged 4 and 24 other night to the wrong dressing milked Lucy Cobb will milk them.
respectively, both attend Western room.
that one cute little blonde at
Reserve University. The older boy
the
Saturday dance couldn't underthat
if
any
of
youse
kadets
want
brings his brother to school with
him so that he can attend the to know when blind dates are Blina stand why Charlie Moss was still
Dates just ask Henry (I'm a Blue wearing the false face he had on
University's nursery school.
at TAPS.
Key
Pledge) Woodward.
—The Reflector.
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LONG ISLAND

OGLETHORPE

Rugby, the British form of football, has been officially recognized
as a varsity sport at Long Island
University, and a team will be organized this spring. The team will
be coached by one of the professors
who played the game as a Rhodes
scholar at Oxford.—The Reflector.

Two students of the radio department are trying to develop a
new five meter set that will be
practical. At present, the main difficulty is that only short distances
can be received, but the chief advantage is that the set is not affected by static.

EXCHANGE
New York—Students who work
their way through college by waiting on table or sweeping dormitories stand no better chance to succeed than young men who are coddled, according to the Rev. Joseph
C. Fleming.

GEORGIA

PRINCETON

Women students of the University of Georgia are requesting that
the University have a free bus service between the three campuses,
because it is very unlady-like to
have to bum rides to get to classes
on time, and the regular bus schedule is inconvenient and too expensive.

Princeton's
annual
freshman
questionaire shows that out of 29 S
men, 176 came to Princeton because f>f its name and reputation,
and 7 0 came for contacts.
Some
came because it was near home,
and some came to loaf four years.
Phi Beta Kappa keys were preferred to varsity letters.
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VOLLEY TO VICTORY
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LOCAL ASH-WIELDERS

SPORTS
BLUE KEY - ROTARY

HUGE
TAPS BALL
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page one)

minster body introduced Dr. and
Mrs. E. W. Sikes, Dr. and Mrs.
D. W. Daniel, and Colonel and Mrs.
R. John West as prominent figure*
on the Clemson campus.
Following this, Mr. McClure Introduced Lawrence Self of Westminster who delivered the speech
of welcome in behalf of his club,
which acted as host for the occasion.
Following a delightful repast, the
meeting was turned over to G. W.
Robinson, president of Blue Key,
who gave a short talk on the value
of the honor fraternity, and the
part which it is playing in college
life at Clemson.
Robinson then introduced Cadet
W. C. Chipley, who talked briefly
on the connection between Oconee
County and the founding of Clemson.
After this, Cadets R. B. Shores
and W. B. Burton gave a short
and interesting talk and demonstration on the photo electric cell.
Bob Taylor, of Greenville ,then
delivered a speech on the meaning
of Rotary and its relation to the
youth of today.
During the course of the delicious meal, which consisted of pineapple cocktail, oyster soup, fruit
salad, veal cutlets and potatoes,
coffee, and ice cream and cake,
pictorial bulletins of Clemson and
minature souvenirs were distributed among the guests.

ROBBIE'S TOUGH LUCK
Judging from the bad breaks
The prediction appearing in thie
Robbie Robinson has gotten
column last week to the effect that
in the last two track meets,
P. C.'s relay team would be well
he must not be living right or
worth watching proved to be cornot paying the preacher.
Tect but the Tiger baton luggers
In the Georgia Tech meet,
were not mentioned as having a
he beat his opponent to the
chance of beating the famous Blue
tape in the 440 yard run and
Hose' quartet.
fell just as he reached it, to
In fact, little thought was given
be counted second instead of
to a. possible Clemson victory in
the winner. And in the P. C.
this race, because our relay team's
meet, he got off to a flying
victories have been few and far
start and was leading the field
between as compared with P. C.'s
when he stumbled and got aenviable six-year record.
nother terrific fall and was
But when Lynn, Tiger anchor
counted out of the race.
man, breasted the tape first in this
event, we saw a Blue Hose relay
aggregation taste defeat in a dual ON THT DIAMOND
Although the Tigers are not winmeet for the first time in almost
.six years.
ning all their ball games they're
playing a much improved brand ot
baseball and if they keep improvP. C. IS GOOD
ing they're sure to be in the runIt goes without saying that
ning for the state title.
the P. C. quartet is good, plenWe can't expect a team of youngty good, but they met four
sters, playing their first year ot
Bengals who proved to be just
varsity baseball, to perform as well
a bit better,
ae a group of veterans, but as
Lynn, Winn, Roberts, and
long as they give their best and
.Robinson deserve a big hand
look like a ball club, we're behind
lor their successful efforts in
them.
winning this event, and Lynn
•especially is to be commended
♦♦♦^♦♦^♦♦-♦♦♦H^
for the sheer grit and courage
shown by him in the last few
yards of the final lap. Goat
(Continued from page one;
j>roved beyond a doubt that he
not only has the endurance and
The reviewing officer for this
ability of a true champion, but
unique ceremony will be Miss Julia
the heart and courage of one
Elizabeth McLaurin, who was chosas well.
en as Honorary Colonel of the Cadet Corps at the recent Mjilitary
JJYNN BETTERS OWN MARK
Ball.
The new regimental comIf Lynn's conqueror of recent mander will be dressed in suitable
weeks could have seen him reel off uniform for the occasion.
■the hundred yards last Saturday In
DANCE IN FIELDHOUSE
9.6 seconds, he probably wouldn't
Immediately following the review
.feel eo sure of being faster than there will be a formal dance in the
the Tiger sprinter.
■fieldhouse, with music furnished by
Goat equaled Walker's records Tigertown's inimitable dance organin both the 100 and 220 yard ization, the Jungaleers.
-dashes here against P. C. SaturAt this social function the Honday, and he's getting in shape to orary Colonel will be in a receiv.set a new Southern conference re- ing line to meet members of the
cord in the dashes when the S. C. faculty and honor guests; here Miss
meet rolls around in a few weeks. McLaurin will also be presented to
the commissioned staff officers and,
STATE CHAMP PROSPECTS
company commanders.
The sledding should be rathA huge crowd from Greenville,
•er easy for Coach Howard's
Anderson, Spartanburg, and other
men for the remainder of the
nearby cities is expected for this
track season, and the Tigers
unusual event.
should finish the season with
-a state championship bunting
tucked safely away in Tiger
Town,
(Continued from page one)
It's a little too early to predict a victory for the Bengals
Mathematics.
in the State meet, but after
It is possible that courses in
the engagement with Carolina
Agriculture and Engineering may
Saturday we'll be able to tell
be offered, if thei-e is sufficient dejust how much power the Tigmand.
In order that it may De
•ers will be in the State enknown what courses students decounter.
sire, the following form should be
filled out and returned to Prol.
BEAT CAROLINA
W. H. Washington, Dean of SumWe should beat Carolina, but mer School, at the Registrar's Ofwill we do it??? We haven't de- fice before Saturday, April 21.
feated a Gamecock team but once
since the Tiger baseball team lick- Name
ed a Bird nine for the state championship two years ago.
Subjects desired:
To the boxers goes the credit
for the one exception.
But I
1
believe the Tigers will break this
monotony of defeat at the hands
2
of the Capital City lads when they
meet the Chickens at Clemson this
3
weekend; and if they do we should
be a cinch for the state track Have you definitely decided to atchampionship.
tend summer school?

CLEMSON'S BATON LUGGERS

MOONLIGHT REVIEW
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PLAY Y. M. C. A.

glamorous torch singer;
Wayne
Greeg, young crooner; and Sylvester, snatpy tap dancer. There were
six no-breaks during the evening.
GRAND MARCH COLORFUL
The most colorful spot of the
affair was the grand march In
which the selection of the most attractive costumes took place; Miss
Ruthie Douglas of Savannah was
chosen by the judges as most
charmingly depicting the lady ot
ancient Greece, while George Way,
in the garb of a Macedonian warrior, was selected from the vast array of queerly bedecked males.
DECORATIONS EXCELLENT
The work of the decorating committee and the architectural department was the most orginal and
complete set ever to adorn the
Field House.
The entire floor was surrounded
by a vast colonade of Doric columns
and illuminated statuary. A gigantic figure of the goddess, Athena,
looked down upon the spectablfe
from a starry background of night
at the south end of the floor, while
a distant city was seen fading away
to the north.

BALL

TENNIS TEAM

(Continued from page one)
land and Gregg to the tune of 6-4,
6-3.
SUCCESSFUL SO FAR
So far this season, the tennis
team has been most successful, having won two matches from each
P. C, Erskine, and the Anderson
Country Club, by comfortable margins.
Friday the local netters journey
to Atlanta where they will engage
Tech; Furman will be taken on
Saturday afternoon here at Clemeon.
Patronize
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The orchestra held sway in a
stately Greek temple in the center of the floor; and the chaperonea
and guests witnessed the dance
from a picturesque forum at the
east.
SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
The informal dance Saturday
night was a competent climax for
the wonderful series.
The Jungaleers were in great form during
the dance which was featured by
six no-breaks and a team of Tiger
vocalists.
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Representing 3 of the Best Tailoring Houses in the
Country
BEST SLUTS—Individually Tailored—$5.95 to $29.00

STUDENT CLEANERS

See Our New Line of

CLEMSON JEWELRY AND
FAVORS
Also Golf Clubs & Equipment
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AGENTS FOR

MarthaWashington Candy
EXTRA FINE CANDIES

X. (2. oJTlazUn
Qomvanu, c/no
2>
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STOKE
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PAGE EIGHT

P.(Continued
G. TRACK
MEET
from page one)

SCIENTISTS
MEET
(Continued from page one)

hurled the discus through etheT for
136 feet, 5 inches, and what is believed to be a new state mark.
The outstanding event of the day
was the mile relay, in which the
local cinderpath stare handed the
Hose its first defeat in 6 years.

Dean of Chemistry and Geology at
Clemson, will present "Geological
Problems Involved in Building a
Ship Canal Across the State of
Florida";
Dr. Armstrong and Mr. B. Bennett, of the Clemeon Botany Division, will give an illustrated lecture on "Some Factors Influencing
the "Variability in Length of Cotton
Fibers."
The afternoon session will open
at 2 o'clock with two illustrated
lectures on medical subjects. Prof.
Kershaw Walsh, University .of South
Carolina, will give a treatise on
"The Study of Artificial Amnesia'".
During the course of this session
Dr. Franklin Sherman, Clemson
entomologist, will give a paper on
"Massed Colonies of the LadyBeetle," and Prof. Cartwright will
present "The Scarab Beetles of
South Carolina."
Dr. Brackett of Clemson will open
the session of the South Carolina
Section in the American ChemlcaJ
Society at 2 P.M. with a talk on
the life work of L. Lawrence Smith.
Other Clemson men giving lectures
are: Dr. W. R. Paden, of the
Agronomy Department and Dr.
Peter Carodemos of the Chemistry
School.
An invitation is extended to those
cadets who would be interested in
any of the lectures that are to be
given.

Summary:
100-yard dash—Lynn, Clemson ; Ford, Clemson ; Yearout, Presbyterian. Time, 9.6 sec.
220-yard dash—Lynn, Clemson ;
Yearout,
Presbyterian ; Bradley, Presbyterian. Time 21.2
seconds.
440-yard run—Clark, Presbyterian; WinEat, Presbyterian;
Winn,
Gemson,
Time,
53.1 sec.
880-yard
run—Forehand,
Presbyterian;
Clark, Presbyterian; Roberts, Clemson. Time,
2 inin. 8.8 sec.
One mile run—-Watson, Clemson; Yarborough,
Clemson; Scott, Clemson. Time, 4 min. 57 sec.
Two mile run—Hudson, Presbyterian; Altman, Clemson; Sims, Clemson. Time 10 min.
39.3 sec.
120-yard
high hurdles—Aekis, Clemson;
Kawls, Clemson; Waldrop, Presbyterian. Time,
16.5.
220-yard
low
hurdles—iFolger, .Clemson;
Perrin, Presbyterian; Green, Clemson. Time,
26 sec.
Discus—McC'onnell, Clemson ; Wilbanks, Presbyterian; Parks, Clemson. Distance, 136 feet,
5 inches.
Shot put—Dillard,
Clemson ;
McConnell,
Clemson; Sims, Presbyterian.
Distance, 40
feet, 2.75 inches.
Javelin—Freeman, Presbyterian ; Blackwell,
Clemson; Wilbanks, Presbyterian.
Distance,
186 feet, 5 inches.
High jump—MeMahon, Clemson, and Lipscomb, Clemson, tied for first; Sims, Presbyterian Height, 5 feet, 9 inches
Broad jump—'Robinson, Clemson ; Lipscomb,
Clemson; Carothers, Presbyterian Distance, 21
feet, 1.5 inches.
Pole vault—'Lipscomb, Clemson ; Parks, Clemjon and Underwood, Presbyterian, tied for
lecond. Height, 11 feet, 8 inches.
Relay—Clemson.
(Roberts, Winn, Robinson,
Lynn.) Time, 3 min. 2i!.6 sec.
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TAPS LETTER
(Continued from page one)

House.

See LEWIS BLACK, Western
Union Office

To the cadets who served on the
decoration
committee
and
who
worked so long and so faithfully.

its aid with the decorations, the
most successful Clemson has ever
To all the others who aided us
had.
in any way in making TAPS the
overwhelming success it was.
The Textile department for its
(Signed) The TAPS Staff.
services in dying the costumes and
decorations.
To Capt. Harcombe for permitSUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ting the visitors to dine in the
SOLVED
mess hall and for placing the colStudent representatives to dielege's mechanical equipment at our
tribute educational literature.
disposal.
Three months' steady work. LoTo Mrs. McCaw and Mrs. Mann,
cal or traveling. Liberal compenof Savannah for acting as hostesses
sation. Address College Dept.,
1006 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
to young ladies staying at the
Trustee House and at the McHugh

For Stationery and Envelopes
With your Name and Club on it
200 Sheets, 100 Envelopes - - $1.98
EXTRA QUALITY
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VISIT THE "Y" CAFE
Plate Meals 25c
Sandwiches and Planned Meals

PATRONIZE
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PIKE & PATTERSON

STEIN'S
BARBER SHOP
Barracks
Sloan's Arcade
ENSATIONAL
PECIALS
FOR SNAPPY SERVICE
ALL WOOL TROPICALS - - $12,50 1 Visit the "Y" Barber Shop
No charge for alteration
RAILEY & CAMPRELL
PORE LINEN SUITS - - $7,50
SPORT TROUSERS (Extra large bottoms) $1.50 & $5
18We HOOR
SERVICE
Appreciate Your

STEIN'S

1 N. MAIN ST., GREENVILLE
gHHSHHllira^

Patronage

TIGER SERVICE STATION
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99

[ttahittfuA
Monday \\kdnesday Saturday
9 o'clock in the evening
Columbia Stations Coast to Coast
« we hope you'll enjoy ii
We always try to make
Chesterfields as good a cigarette
as Science and money can make
them—in the hope that people
will enjoy smoking them.

may we ask you to
try Chesterfield
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